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Project:
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Main scope of the target group to use the game / platform
(only broadest possible group)

International
European
National
Regional
Local
Primary target group:

No specific criteria
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Purposes of the game / e-platform
(one or more)

Improving digital competences
Improving (inter)cultural awareness

✔

Gaining geospatial / geographical competences
Learning a language
Improving cognitive functions / brain training
Promoting awareness to immigrants

✔

Summary of the game
Walk in the shoes of a Somalian villager forced to leave their home and make life or
death decisions in this interactive app created by Australian Red Cross.
Take the journey made by millions: Understand the situations they face and the choices
they must make in your own interactive experience.
Opening in a small village in West Somalia, the first decision to make is, whose path will
you follow, Hani or Samaan? Their home and village has been destroyed and they are on
the run. The decisions you make will determine the path they take as they try to reach the
safety of a refugee camp. Make decisions such as joining the rebels, stealing water from
a village or asking for help from a people smuggler; would you survive?
Each year, millions of people are forced to flee their homes for fear of persecution due to
their race, religion, nationality, social background or their political opinions. Find out what
happens in ‘And then I was a refugee...’.
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Technical issues
yes

Registration required
Standalone application / must be installed

no

✔
✔

✔

Playable directly in a browser. If yes, which one?
Available for mobil devices running on iOS versions between 4.3 to 10.3.3 (not higher)

✔
✔

Browsers have permission to execute Adobe Flash
Additional software needs to be installed. If yes, which one?

—

✔

Available for free

Highlights
(remarkable aspects related to this game that should be mentioned)
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References
(For example: Internet link that provides guidelines for teachers who want to use the game)

Screenshot(s) of the game
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